Boat trailer brake actuator replacement

Boat Trailer Bunk Boards and Carpet. Boat Trailer Bunk Board Wrap. Boat Trailer Fender
Mounting Brackets. Boat Trailer Pipe Lights and Parts. Boat Trailer Galvanized Paint. Boat
Trailer Locks and Accesories. Aluminum Material Galvanized Material. Boat Trailer Spare Tire
Carriers. Boat Trailer Winches and Straps. Boat Trailer Winch Posts and Stands. They are Bolt
on assemblies. The difference between the two designs lies in the Master Cylinder. Drum
Brakes do not need this device as they are already free-backing. All replacement parts are
Brand and Model Specific, so check the model and capacity of your Titan Surge Actuator to
ensure proper fit. Titan Surge Actuators will work for any Boat Trailer of the appropriate
capacity and tongue width. Mounts with 4 Included Bolts to Titan Actuator. However, you can
replace one Brand with another, as long as you are replacing the entire assembly. Titan Brand
products are top of the line and are built with a Tough Zinc Plating for corrosion resistance. If
you are switching from one Brand to Titan, you may have to re-drill bolt holes to mount to your
trailer tongue. Top Sellers. Select Brand. Browse our store for a wide selection of well-made
trailer brake actuator brands and trailer brake actuator parts at the lowest prices online without
sacrificing the confidence of quality. Need help deciding which product to choose? Visit our
help center for customer care, tech support and helpful tips on our blog. Or, call our friendly
tech support toll free: 1 My Account View Cart: 0 Item. When you are towing several tons of
equipment and have to stop quickly, you need brakes that can stand up to the weight and the
pressure. Brake actuators are what help your brakes perform at the level you need when you are
towing, as they increase their capacity each time the brakes are applied. Therefore, the more
times you hit the brakes, the harder they will work. Shadow trailer and truck parts offers a
complete line of brake actuators and accessories to give you the parts you need to increase
your safety on the road. Accessories include master cylinders, shocks, and replacement parts.
We also carry different kinds of actuators, including hydraulic surge actuators and electric over
hydraulic brake actuators. A-Frame Brake Actuators. Atwood Brake Actuators. Titan Brake
Actuators. Dexter Brake Actuators. UFP Brake Actuators. Master Cylinders. Electric over
Hydraulic Brake Actuators. Hydraulic Surge Brake Actuators. Replacement Parts. More results:
1 2 3 4 5 6 Axle Carrying brand names backed by premium manufacturing, get the parts you
need at the lowest prices online. Take the guesswork out of your next trailer project when you
shop here for: Titan Brake Actuators UFP Brake Actuators Dexter Brake Actuators Atwood
Brake Actuators Browse our store for a wide selection of well-made trailer brake actuator
brands and trailer brake actuator parts at the lowest prices online without sacrificing the
confidence of quality. Forums New posts Search forums. What's new New posts New media
New resources Latest activity. Media New media New comments Search media. Resources
Latest reviews Search resources. Members Current visitors. Log in Register. Search titles only.
Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. Install the app. For a better
experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using an out
of date browser. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use
an alternative browser. Surge brake actuator replacement or rebuild? Thread starter volkey Start
date Jul 24, Joined Aug 6, Messages Took the boat out Friday, had a fairly significant clunk
when taking off from a stop. Upon returning home I was able to manually push and pull the
hitch mount by hand, assuming I have no surge brakes at all. Bob's Garage Chief Petty Officer.
Joined Apr 10, Messages Re: Surge brake actuator replacement or rebuild? However, seeing as
how you have steel brake lines that are probably as old as the actuator, you should be prepared
to replace them as well. And as long as you are going to be doing all that, perhaps you should
look into improving your setup and go with disc brakes, Kodiak of course. How about Titan?
Joined Sep 5, Messages I just went through this with my boat trailer. Replace it all! I started out
with the idea that I'd just replace the actuator. By the time I got done replacing parts that were
bad, I had replaced the whole thing. Here's the source for trailer parts I used - easy to deal with reasonable price - quick shipment. E-Trailer Cheers! Something like this? Joined Mar 5,
Messages 29, Bob's Garage said:. Further more, do yourself a huge favor and go with high
pressure rubber lines, they are easier to work with and don't rust. Joined Mar 4, Messages You
must log in or register to reply here. Drum brake actuator for use in marine applications. Zinc
plated. EZ Latch coupler design. DISC brake actuator for use in marine applications. Reverse
solenoid and cover included. This brake actuator, available in disc or drum options, offers large
rear rollers, making its operation as smooth and as easy as it gets. Drum brake actuator for
marine and light utility applications. Zinc plated and black powder coated finishes available.
Large rollers in rear provide easier and smoother operation of the actuator. DISC brake actuator
for marine and light utility applications. Plated actuator may be used in a marine application.
Rollers are eliminated. Emergency lever support and guide ring on DA91 and DA95 series.
Custom mounting available upon request 50 quantity minimum. Choose from a full line of
mounting options that can handle up to 12, pounds of hauling and help you tow easier. DA10

actuators utilize Acetal Copolymer linings. DA10 actuators may be ordered with or without
various couplers. Emergency lever guide and ring on DA Choose from either weld-on or bolt-on
mounts and never worry about trailer movement again with our DA16 line. DA16 available in
either weld-on or bolt-on mounts. Emergency lever guide and guide ring on DA We have
multiple options for both disc and drum brakes, and these rugged actuators will get those larger
trailers stopped! DA20 available in either weld-on or bolt-on mounts. DA20 actuators may be
ordered with or without various couplers. Add on to your existing Demco actuator with our kits
designed to give you the performance you need. These actuators come unprimed and are
unassembled for weld on applications. Parts come boxed for assembly after welding and paint.
Available in 6, lb. Featuring a diaphragm in master cylinder cap that provides the benefits of a
completely enclosed system, Demco trailer brake actuators are designed with a raised fill plate,
which prevents common contamination when removing the cap. Furthermore, tie loops on the
cap allow for tethering, giving you a tamper-proof seal. Additional protection is provided by the
push rod bellow boot that resists both moisture and contaminants, which is great during rain or
snow. As a reassuring safety feature, the emergency lever has a color-coded decal that allows
you to see if brakes are on or off with just a quick glance. This is an easy indication to see if
your brakes are engaged. Compatible with standard 3" tongues with an available 4" tongue
option, our integrated shock dampening design features a standard master cylinder made of
long glass reinforced nylon, which eliminates rust and corrosion and protects the integrity of
the trailer brake actuator for life. Even if you have an older model, you can retrofit a newer nylon
cylinder without modification with our drop-in replacements. An anti-splash baffle also keeps
brake fluid away when bleeding the system, and acetyl copolymer liners eliminate troublesome
issues with rollers for smooth, problem-free usage day after day. Also available for degree
A-frame mounts, Demco trailer brake actuators are line pressure controlled by a spring-loaded
push rod and feature an emergency cable attached with a new clevis for easy replacement when
out in the field. And for those concerned with looks, our trailer brake actuators are available in
silver metallic, black, zinc and primed finishes to meet any aesthetic need with corrosion free
operation. Zinc plated and made for use in marine applications, the Demco DA66 drum and disc
brake actuator is rated for 6, lb. For disc brakes, a reverse solenoid and cover is included and
requires power from the back-up lights on the tow vehicle. The Demco DA86 drum and disc
brake actuator for marine and light utility applications is zinc plated and rated for up to 8, lb.
The DA10, which supports up to 12, lb. The DA16 provides 16, lb. For large trailers, our DA20 is
the option for you. With a 20,lb G. It also comes with a degree A-frame weld-on mounting option.
The DA20 has 3" inside dimensions and may be ordered with or without various couplers.
These come unprimed and unassembled for weld-on applications, making assembly easier after
welding and painting has been completed. We also offer master cylinder replacements for disc
and drum brakes, as well as solenoid conversion kits for all of our actuators. Patent 6,, on all
actuator models are made of long glass reinforced nylon. Rust and corrosion are eliminated.
DA70 LB. DA86 LB. DA91 LB. DA75 LB. DA10 12, LB. DA16 16, LB. DA20 20, LB. DA10 shown.
Slide Kit. Actuator Mounting Patterns. Coupler Channel and Coupler Positions. Outer Case
Configurations. Trailer Brake Actuators Available in 6, lb. Demco Trailer Brake Actuator
Compatibility Zinc plated and made for use in marine applications, the Demco DA66 drum and
disc brake actuator is rated for 6, lb. Replacement Inline Solenoid. Replacement Bypass
Solenoid. BH Brake Actuator February 5, Shock absorber - damper for the Dico - Titan Model 60
surge brake actuator. Built in 3" Drop Breakaway kit included Ball size Can also be used on
some Atwood models. When energized, lock-out valve prevents the flow of brake fluid to the
trailer's hydraulic brakes when backing up. Threads into rear of Drop N Go Auto Latch Coupler
in the closed tow latch position will auto-latch onto the hitch ball when set on top of the hitch
ball, with minimal weight. Solenoid plumbing builet into the master cylinder Brake master
cylinder replacement kit for the model 60 brake actuator with disk brakes. Single axle brake
tubing kit for surge trailer brakes. Can be used on drum or disk brakes. Hardware Included.
Solenoid plumbing built into the master cylinder which Titan Accessories and Parts - T Clip is
designed to hold steel brake line tubing in place on your trailer. Features: Clip mounts easily
anywhere on trailer Bundyweld tubing inserts into clip for simple, effective placement Titan The
standard-issue braking systems on boat and RV trailers may not be sufficient to trailer a boat or
RV for any distance without running the risk of breakdown. Trailers equipped with a brake
actuator system function by providing a surge or push of extra power to move the trailer
forward. Hydraulic brake actuators and surge brake actuators are used on boat and utility
trailers. Wholesale Marine offers a selection of RV and boat trailer actuators and actuator
system components from the best manufacturers in the industry, Tie Down Engineering, and
Titan-Dico. Ready to trailer your boat? Call Us! We stock a huge inventory of actuators and
replacement parts, be sure to keep a supply on hand! Need assistance in selecting the best

trailer brake actuator for your boat, or in finding the replacement parts for your actuator? Give
us a call. When you have questions about boat trailer actuators or any boating products or
replacement parts, give us a call. Oops, something went wrong. Please try again. Quick view
Add to Cart. Model 60 Brake Actuator Resevoir Cap. Model 60 Brake Actuator Shock - Damper.
Dico Ball Latch For Model Dico Wheel Cylinder Push Rod. Dico Backup Valve. Model 60 Coupler
Repair Kit. Dico Handwheel Lock For Model Dico Breakaway Cable "S" Hook. Dico Brake Line
Clip. Boat Trailer Actuators The standard-issue braking systems on boat and RV trailers may
not be sufficient to trailer a boat or RV for any distance without running the risk of breakdown.
Email Address:. Register Forgot your password? Trailer surge brake actuator repair parts and
accessories. We carry many parts for Demco, Titan, Atwood, and other surge brake actuator
brands. Security policy. Delivery policy. Return policy. Active filters. Quick view. Brake master
cylinder for Atwood Model 60 surge acuator. Includes internal piston, seals and spring.
Shoulder bolt replacement kit - Replaces front shock bolts for Atwood brake systems. Push rod
replacement kit for Atwood Brake Actuators - Replaces push rod, break-away cable, master
cylinder boot,and misc nuts Lanyard breakaway cable for Demco hydraulic surge brake
systems - Automatically activates trailer brakes if the trailer Brass hydraulic orifice connector
for Demco surge actuator. Used to connect the interface to the brake line of the master
Breakaway lever for Demco model trailer surge brake actuators. Used to connect the interface
to the brake line of the Spacer block for brake master cylinder assembly for model DA10 and
DA20 hydraulic surge brake actuators for trailers. Side spacer blocks used in the assembly of
Model DA91 hydraulic surge brake actuator - 2 required. Brake solenoid cover for DA10, DA On
sale! Master cylinder fill plate for and master cylinders - For new style surge units without
threaded hole in case for Demco - 0. Used to connect the interface to the brake line of the
master cylinder. For use as a manual reverse lockout of disc brakes on surge applications Male end fits back of master cylinder, female end Plastic top and bottom bearing for Titan Model
10 and 16 surge brake actuators - 6 needed total. Breakaway lever assembly for Titan model 10,
16, and 20 surge brake actuators - Zinc plated. Damper shock for Titan models 10 and 16 surge
brake actuators. Plastic Side bearing for Titan Model 6, 10, and 16 surge brake actuators - 8
needed -. Titan master cylinder cover - Black plastic - For model 10, 16, and 20 surge brake
actuators. Front roller cover for Titan Model 10 surge brake actuator - Zinc plated. Front roller
for Titan Model 10, 16, and 20 surge brake actuators - Steel. Rub
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ber gasket for master cylinder filler cap on Titan Model 60 surge brake actuator. Paper gasket
for master cylinder on Titan Model 60 surge brake actuator. Cover for master cylinder on Titan
Model 60 surge brake actuator - Zinc plated steel. Master cylinder kit for Titan Model 60 surge
brake actuator with disc brakes - Forged steel construction. Master cylinder cap for Titan Model
10, 16, and 20 surge brake actuators - Diaphragm style - Black plastic - Includes o-ring Copper
gasket for use with early style brass orifice fitting for Titan Model 10, 16, and 20 surge brake
actuators - For use Steel rear roller for Titan Model 6, 10, 16, and 20 surge brake actuators. Push
rod block for Titan Model 10, 16, and 20 surge brake actuators - Zinc plated steel. Master
cylinder spring bracket - Right side - For Titan Model 10, 16, and 20 surge brake actuators - Gray
painted steel. Master cylinder spring bracket - Left side - For Titan Model 10, 16, and 20 surge
brake actuators - Gray painted steel.

